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Summarize!

The

document 
summary 

personalized unique

Summarize! creates accurate 

document summaries at the click of a 

button, and allows you to tailor those 

summaries to your required length and 

area of interest. 

The essential reading tool. Knowledge 

workers are increasingly overloaded with 

information. They read thousands of docu-

ments from emails, to Word documents and 

web pages. They need to quickly establish 

which documents are important and discard 

those that are not. Knowledge workers need 

Summarize!

Only Summarize! offers its patented 

‘Targeted Summary’ feature which enables 

the user to skew summaries towards 

particular keywords.

Summarize! uses linguistic and statistical algorithms 

to extract the important themes within a document.

It analyzes each sentence to determine relevance to 

those themes. 

Heuristic rules are applied to create a readable 

summary reflecting the themes of the

document – a condensed version of the 

original text. 

Using Summarize! couldn’t be easier. The application 

automatically installs a Summarize! icon within 

Microsoft® Word, Outlook and Internet Explorer on 

your Windows PC.

How does Summarize! work?
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CONTACT DETAILSCONTACT DETAILS
How will my organization be more 
efficient with Summarize?

Summarize! enables knowledge workers to condense long text 

documents to any length for rapid 

understanding. This reduces the time spent reading 

and assessing documents, cutting your research times and print 

costs.

Instant understanding of long text documents
•  Instant summaries of Outlook messages, Microsoft®

   Word, PDF and HTML documents.

•  Summaries of any length, to meet your exact needs.

•  Summaries tailored using keywords to your specific 

   area of interest.

•  Summarize! an email message, and each of its    

   attachments - with a single click of a button.

•  Generate executive summaries of your documents at 

   the click of a button.

Improved document metadata
Imagine if your corporate search engine gave 

you convenient summaries of the documents it 

returned. Summarize! Server edition can be 

integrated into document management 

systems, such as Microsoft SharePoint, to 

automatically extract summaries and key words 

from your documents to improve your 

document search and aid document 

categorization.

Intel Pentium II or higher

Minimum 256 MB RAM

Windows 2000 / XP

Microsoft Office 2000 

or above

Internet Explorer 6 

or above
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